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a houSe  
iS a city

Dom miaStem

a b s t r a c t

the article raises the question why the architects of the 19th century so suc-
cessfully faced the challenge of the unprecedented enlargement of the main 
european cities and compares their achievements to the poor performances of 
the twenty century architects. 
the article suggests that the 20th century architecture education had not pre-
pared the architects for the future task.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

w artykule postawiono pytanie, dlaczego architekci w XiX wieku zdołali 
tak skutecznie sprostać wyzwaniu bezprecedensowej rozbudowy głównych 
miast europejskich. Porównano ich osiągnięcia do niedoskonałych przed-
sięwzięć architektów XX wieku. tekst sugeruje, że XX-wieczna edukacja 
architektoniczna nie przygotowała twórców do zadań, jakie nakłada na 
nichprzyszłość. 
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 i remember a nice tale about a king who detested small things and demanded that his 
tiny kingdom would build the largest houses in the world. Because the houses were built very 
high, some lived above the clouds and some below. those fortunate enough to live above the 
clouds expanded their houses, overshadowing those beneath. among them was the king. his 
palace was built over the largest cloud, and roads had to be built to interconnect with other 
clouds and houses. Shops and many public buildings had to be built as a well. eventually the 
lower city had to be abandoned, because no one wanted to live overshadowed by the upper 
city. 

this story might illustrate quite well our own erratic attitude, the way we exploit our 
planet earth, plundering its resources and destroying its beauty, ready to abandon it as soon 
as another comfortable vehicle becomes available.

the reasons for our behaviour are economic, political, and cultural, but we, as architects, 
have to admit that what and how we build is a direct result of the kind of education that 
schools of architecture provided in the twentieth century. there was no incentive to study ar-
chitecture as a city art. this subject ended with the last student leaving otto wagner’s school 
in vienna; his name was jože Plečnik. later he made wonderful interventions in the urban 
fabric of ljubljana.

on the other hand, the infamous Bauhaus under the direction of henry van de velde, 
walter gropius, and ludwig mies van der rohe, with teachers such as Paul klee, wassily 
kandinsky, and marcel Breuer has produced not one known architect, and neither has it 
raised any particular interest in town planning. walter gropius at harvard and mies van der 
rohe at mit yielded no better results.

the aim of architectural education is of course to prepare architects for their future task. 
according to adolf loos, the architect is a “mason fluent in latin.” however, schools of 
architecture in the twentieth century taught neither masonry nor latin, and concentrated 
instead on methods of construction and, more recently, on “creativity” and “imagination.” 
however, one cannot teach creativity and imagination, as no one knows what these elusive 
substances are. Besides, the faculty of architecture schools cannot be composed of only those 
with a wild imagination and unusual creativity.

Schools of architecture do not really need geniuses as teachers, but professionals who can 
explain and convey what the profession of architecture is about, as well as architectural his-
tory, its basic methods of construction, economy of means, human and urban scale, our global 
resources, and above all the architects’ responsibility to society. these subjects demand intel-
ligent professionals to make the student aware of the complexity of architecture. Students’ 
imaginations and creativity will develop on a fertile ground of knowledge. knowledge is, 
after all, the substance education is composed of.

in my opinion, the failure of an architectural education is most clearly evident in our built 
environment and more precisely in our cities.

comparing the results of nineteenth-century expansion of all the major european cities 
with the spread and enlargement of those cities in the twentieth century, it is obvious that 
the latter work was done by architects unprepared for the task. Paris, Barcelona, vienna, 
moscow, madrid, Berlin were enlarged in the nineteenth century by architects who possessed 
the needed expertise, the wide technical knowledge of and inventiveness to incorporate new 
technologies like sewage and gas within the urban fabric, with radio, telephone, electricity, 
and trams following close behind. those were revolutionary changes, and look how well they 
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were incorporated. even today, the plans of Baron haussmann in Paris and of ildefons cerdà 
in Barcelona provide us with great examples.

the twentieth-century architect left the school of architecture unprepared for the 
task, indoctrinated by le corbusier’s self-aggrandizement instead of camillo Sitte’s pre-
cise knowledge.

much of recent architectural education is concerned with the particular, with the unique 
instead of with the common and the ordinary, the very elements that eventually make the 
extraordinary. a house for a flute player and his dog companion absorbed the energy of great 
minds in many schools of architecture.1*

if we care about the future of our cities, we have to first change our architectural educa-
tion. architects have to learn that a responsibility to society is their mission. it has to be done 
by addressing and combining the investors’ initiatives with public needs. this cannot be 
achieved within today’s programs in the majority of architecture schools. 

architecture has the longest tradition of all the arts; it was always concerned with build-
ing houses to create cities. this task is also relevant today.

the Pko complex designed by Szyszko-Bohusz in 1926 in krakow is, in my opinion, 
one of the greatest examples of how a house becomes a city.

1 hans hollein at the universität für angewandte kunst wien was an exception, providing students 
with the best examples of world urbanism.
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ill. house for the employees of P.k.o. kraków, 1923–1925, architect adolf Szyszko-Bohusz: 1. 
areal view, source: imagery ©google. map data ©2016 google, 2. Plan of the ground floor, 
3. view of the interior courtyard, source: michał wiśniewski, adolf Szyszko-Bohusz, instytut 
architektury, kraków 2013


